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For Deborah Donnelly, who took me to my ﬁrst lesbian bar
In memory of my brother, Jon (‒), who would be proud
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Come Here Often?

Some of the most memorable ﬁlm scenes of the classical Hollywood
era feature “deviant” women in bars. For example, playing a weary and
downtrodden prostitute, Greta Garbo utters her ﬁrst cinematic dialogue
to a bartender in Anna Christie (). Her saucy command—“Give me
a whiskey, ginger ale on the side, and don’t be stingy, baby”—is now the
stuﬀ of legend. Equally legendary is Marlene Dietrich’s turn as Frenchie,
a saloon entertainer/prostitute in Destry Rides Again (). In full cowgirl regalia, Frenchie seduces her audience with her by now famous lyrics
“See what the boys in the back room will have.” And who can forget Mercedes McCambridge as the puritanical archnemesis of pants-wearing
saloon keeper Joan Crawford in Johnny Guitar ()?
On the one hand, these illustrious cinematic moments demonstrate
that, in whatever incarnation, the public drinking establishment is a
pervasive, frequent, and often unforgettable locale in the vast landscape
of Hollywood ﬁlm and television. Indeed, a range of bar types is now
familiar to most viewers: the neighborhood bar, the professional bar,
the singles bar, the jazz club, the biker bar, the cop bar, the piano bar,
the karaoke bar, and so on. Audiences also anticipate the presence of
bars in certain genres. The saloon is a standard feature of the western’s
unruly landscape, playing host to the dramas of prostitutes, outlaws, and
sheriﬀs from the time of such ﬁlms as Cripple Creek Barroom () and
The Great Train Robbery (; see Reep , ). Bar or speakeasy space
also regularly appears in what Lea Jacobs () calls the “fallen woman”
genre of the s (e.g., Anna Christie, Baby Face []). Similarly, bars
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